
Wednesday 20th May 2020

L.O: To use capital letters and full stops consistently. 

When do we use capital letters?

Starting Sentences

Capital letters are always
used to start sentences.

He loves to eat cake!
The baby is sitting.



Proper Nouns

Nouns are naming words.

Proper nouns are naming words for 
● individual people (Mrs Kennedy), 
● places (Wembley Primary School), 
● days of the week (Sunday) and months of the year (December).

Proper nouns all need capital letters.
Common Nouns Proper Nouns

girl Helen

country England

city Sheffield

football team Nottingham Forest

day/month Monday/September



The Personal Pronoun ‘I’

When we are writing about ourselves, we use the personal pronoun ‘I.’

I can tell the time.
I have a watch.

The personal pronoun ‘I’ always needs a capital letter.



What about full stops?

We place full stops at the end of statements i.e. a sentence which tells you 
something. 

For example:

Miss Khan went to school yesterday. 

Nothing is being asked and there is no strong emotion so we use a full stop to 
show that the sentence is complete. 



Now it’s your turn …

Add capital letters in the right places in these sentences. 

Remember, the beginnings of sentences, proper nouns 
and ‘I’ need capital letters! Don’t forget your full stop at the 

end!

1. it is always snowing in iceland

2. i like going to london

3. mariam and sophia went to the shops in sheffield



Your task:

Rewrite the sentences using capital letters and full stops. 
Don’t forget your finger spaces!

1) in the lighthouse, mr grinling would eat his lunch

2) the seagulls loved the peach surprise

3) at night time, mr and mrs grinling would make a plan to stop 
the seagulls

4) they covered the basket with a napkin

Challenge: Can you write your own sentences using full stops 
and capital.



Thursday 21st May 2020
L.O: To sequence a story. 

Today you are going to be sequencing the story ‘The Lighthouse 
Keeper’s Lunch’ 

When we sequence a story, we put the key ideas in chronological 
order.

That means it needs to be in the order it happened. 



Your task:

You will be given a set of pictures from 1-5.

Order the pictures in order of when they happen in the 
story. Then 

Write what happened in that part of the story.  

Don’t worry about printing the pictures off, you can simply 
write the numbered picture and write down what happened 
in that part of the story. 



Write numbers 
(1-5) next to each 
picture to show 
what order they 
come in the 
story.
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For example for this picture,  it is the first event of the story, so I would 
put it first (number 1).

I will then write what happened in this part of the story. 

Mrs Grinling sends Mr Grinling lunch everyday.

Which picture shows what happens next?

In your books, write down which number picture goes next and write a 
sentence to explain what is happening in that picture. 



Friday 22nd May 2020
L.O: To write sentences to sequence a narrative. 

Today you will be using everything you have done 
this week to write a short narrative retelling 
the story of ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch.’

You need to think about what happens in the 
story and write a retell. You can use the pictures 
that you sequenced yesterday to help you 
remember. 



Here is the order of the events to help you and some key words.

Word bank:

Lighthouse 
Mr Grinling / Mrs Grinling 
Hamish 
seagulls 
Lunch 
Mustard sandwich 
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I will start off the retell for you and you can use what you 
remember to finish it off. 

There once lived a man called Mr Grinling who lived with his 
wife Mrs Grinling. Mr Grinling was a lighthouse keeper and
loved his job. Everyday…

Capital letter at 
the beginning of 
the sentence. 

Capital letter for 
the start of the 
name of the 
character. 

Challenging myself 
using a conjunction 
to make my writing 
more exciting. 

Full stop to end my 
sentence. 



Check your writing using this checklist.
Once you are happy with it, 
email your edited writing to us at: 

learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk

Don’t forget to include your name and 
class in your email.
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